Dear Stage Two Parents/Caregivers,

It’s that time of year already……… and once again, Stage Two children will be having a ‘movie/bowling’ Christmas Party.

**When:** Friday, 11th December, 2015.

**Where:** Macarthur Square for both the bowling and movie.

**Cost:** $21 which includes bus fare, bowling and the movie.

LAST DAY FOR PAYMENT AT OUR FRONT OFFICE IS **Tuesday 8th December, 2015**.

SORRY, NO MONEY WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER THIS DATE. This is because we need to give the cinema/bowling our numbers before we attend.

**Wear:** School uniform.

**Bring:** Lunch, recess, water and a snack for the movie.

**Travel:** Bus

Kind regards

Stage Two Teachers

Mrs S Sessions

My child ___________________ of class ___________ will be attending Stage 2 Movie/Bowling Day on Friday 11th of December 2015.

I understand that travel will be by bus to Macarthur Square. I have enclosed $21 as payment. I also understand that the movie will be rated either “P or PG”.

Signed ___________________________     Date ________________